Time and Intensity Factors in Identification of Components of Odor Mixtures
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Abstract

Identification of odors of compounds introduced into changeable olfactory environments is the essence of olfactory coding, which focuses perception on the latest stimulus with the greatest salience. Effects of stimulus intensity and adapting time on mixture component identification after adapting with one component were each studied in 10 human subjects. Odors of 1 and 5 mM vanillin (vanilla) and phenethyl alcohol (rose) were identified, with adapting time varied by sniffing naturally once or twice, or sniffing 5 times, once every 2 s. Odors of water-adapted single compounds were identified nearly perfectly (94%), self-adapted to 51% but did not cross-adapt (94%), showing the 2 compounds had quickly adapting independent odors. Identifications of the vanilla and rose odors in water-adapted mixtures were reduced to 59% and 79%, respectively. Following single-component adaptation, the average 33% identification of odors of adapted (ambient) mixture components contrasted with the greater average 86% identification of new unadapted (extra) mixture components. Identifications were lower for 1 than 5 mM components when concentrations were not matched, and ambient component identifications were lower after 10-s adaptation than after 1 or 2 sniffs. Rapid selective adaptation and mixture component suppression manipulate effective intensity to promote emergence of characteristic odor qualities in dynamic natural settings.
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Introduction

In everyday situations, many natural and synthetic materials contribute to an ambient complex olfactory stimulus mixture, in which most components are undetected by humans. Odorous objects move in and out of range and odors of more volatile compounds quickly drift away—an odor dynamism in which new extra odors appear and, after a short time, fade. Coding of odor quality in natural situations can be difficult to study. However, natural conditions can be simulated in a laboratory setting by selectively adapting components, which reveal the emergence of characteristic odors of new compounds (Goyert et al. 2007). This means that humans may dynamically filter complex natural olfactory environments as rats do with rapid sniffing (Verhagen et al. 2007).

In humans, identification of an odor component in a binary mixture depends on the relative salience of the 2 components (Olsson 1994, 1998). Identification of odor components in higher order mixtures is difficult. More than 2 component compounds are seldom consistently recognized (Livermore and Laing 1996, 1998, 1998b) even when they are equally intense. This “mixture suppression” (Bartoshuk 1975; Laing et al. 1994) may explain why most odorous compounds contained in natural materials are imperceptible and characteristic odors can be approximated by dominant single compounds across mammalian species (Bell et al. 1987). Single-sniff partial adaptation (Moncrieff 1956; Laing 1983, 1986), which may make waning odors quickly undetectable in natural situations, is also important to consider. Components need not be completely adapted (Moncrieff 1967; Berglund et al. 1978; Dalton 2000) to unbalance mutual suppression. When there are multiple compounds in the odor environment, small intensity changes could make odors reappear or disappear.

We propose that the dependence of identification on relative component intensity and mixture complexity reflects
a dual chemosensory coding strategy that focuses multiple receptor–linked signals for characteristic odors (or tastes) on 1 or 2 salient stimuli at a time (Frank 2008; Frank et al. 2008). Mammalian dynamic olfactory coding, the cooperative effect of mixture suppression and rapid adaptation, and recovery from adaptation, are likely dependent on inhibition within and among the hundreds of odor receptors (ORs), each normally segregated (Axel 2005; Buck 2005) in independent subsets of olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs). Disruption of OR segregation (Fleischmann et al. 2008) demonstrates the importance of organized inhibition among independent inputs for odor coding.

We had human subjects identify 2 water-soluble compounds with distinct characteristic odors, vanillin and phenethyl alcohol (PEA), to determine whether dynamic odor coding is affected by variation in stimulus concentration and adapting time. Failure of the vanilla and rose odors to cross-adapt confirmed that the 2 compounds likely activated distinct ORs and few-snap, self-adaptation confirmed that vanilla and rose odors each rapidly adapted. By having the subjects identify vanilla and rose odors in binary mixtures, we show here how binary mixtures of 2 odorants follow basic rules that determine odor recognition and identification. The rules are consistent with mixture suppression and rapid adaptation guaranteeing that the most salient and newest components are recognized and others are ignored. Namely, of the many chemical compounds present in natural odors, only the most dominant components contribute to the overall perception.

Materials and methods

Subjects

Ten subjects, 7 women and 3 men of mean age 25 (standard deviation [SD] 4) years, volunteered for Experiment 1; and 10 subjects, 8 women and 2 men of mean age 24 (SD 4) years, volunteered for Experiment 2. All were healthy, nonsmokers, reported normal senses of taste and smell, and were able to recognize and reliably identify the 2 odors. Subjects asked to refrain from eating or drinking anything besides water and to refrain from using scented products such as perfume or cologne immediately prior to the appointment, were compensated for participation in two 1-h sessions.

Stimuli and odor labels

The compounds (odor labels) 1 and 5 mM vanillin (vanilla) and (PEA) (rose), at concentrations judged to have about equal lower and higher perceptual intensity, were used. An adapt–test pair of stimuli was presented on each trial. Test stimuli were deionized water, a single compound, or the binary mixture of the 2 compounds. When the test stimulus was the mixture, a component was named “ambient” if it was the same as the adapting stimulus and “extra” if it was different from the adapting stimulus (Goyert et al. 2007). The terms “ambient” and “extra” define the components in the particular adapt–test paradigm, are purely descriptive and meant to avoid confusion over the actual extent of adaptation. The compounds, obtained from Sigma Chemical Co., are water soluble (Moncrieff 1967), nontoxic, nontrigeminal (Doty et al. 1978), pleasant, familiar, and commonly used in clinical testing of the olfactory system (Cowart 1989; Koskinen et al. 2004; Philpott et al. 2009). They have overlapping and distinct molecular features (functional groups, molecular shapes) that have been associated with odors (Moncrieff 1967; Mori et al. 2006).

Stimuli were diluted from stronger stock solutions by adding deionized water so that corresponding concentrations were identical in component and mixture stimuli. Stimuli were delivered to subjects in 250-mL polyethylene squeeze bottles containing 50 mL of solution and fitted with caps having flip-up spouts.

Two duplicate sets of odor stimuli were used in each experiment, alternated across subjects and sessions, and refreshed weekly; stock solutions were replaced every 3–4 weeks. Caps were rinsed with hot water and dried between subjects. Hidden solution labels on each bottle and cap and a blind between the subject and the stimuli prevented the subjects from seeing which stimuli were offered or responses recorded by the experimenter.

Nine different solutions were prepared for Experiment 1, which addressed the effect of stimulus concentration on identification of vanilla (Vv) and rose (Rr) odors with a total of 36 stimulus pairs. Upper case letters are used to represent 5 mM and lower case letters 1 mM concentrations. Besides water (0), stimuli included in 2 replicate, 1-h sessions were 2 concentrations eliciting vanilla and rose odors as single compounds (v, V, r, R), the 2 vanilla–rose mixtures at the same concentration (vr, VR) or different concentrations (Vr, vR).

For Experiment 2, 7 different solutions were prepared to address adapting time by comparing the effect of natural snifing (once or twice) to timed sniffing (5 times, 1 every 2 s) on identification of vanilla and rose odors elicited by 1 or 5 mM stimuli. Besides water, 1 concentration of each single compound (v, r or V, R) and the 2 binary mixtures at that concentration (vr or VR) were used in each session to construct 32 stimulus pairs for each 1-h session.

Procedure

Two 1-h sessions, scheduled on separate days for each subject, took place in a well-ventilated dental clinic room. The experimenter (H.F.G.), who wore latex gloves throughout, demonstrated how the subject should squeeze the bottle gently beneath the nose, 1 or 2 times with the flip-cap up, and then sniff the vapor in order to obtain the full aroma. Then, subjects were instructed how to sniff stimulus pairs, which differed for the 2 experiments, and rehearsed with
water in the bottles. At a pace of 1 pair per minute, subjects were directed to sniff the first bottle (naturally once or twice in Experiment 1; either naturally or 5 times once every 2 s, with timing guided by the experimenter in Experiment 2); and then, within 5 s, exchange and sniff the second bottle once or twice. Subjects were instructed to identify the odor in the second bottle immediately after returning it to the experimenter, who recorded the results, and sniff water afterward until previous scents were no longer detected.

After practicing the sampling sequence with water trials, subjects were presented with water followed by each single compound with its label to engage odor recognition memory (Savic 2001); order was alternated across subjects and sessions. Then, a randomized set of stimulus pairs consisting of water followed by either single odor or water (test stimuli) were presented with corrective feedback. High- and low-concentration test stimuli were used for training in each replicate session of Experiment 1 and at appropriate concentration for training in high- or low-concentration sessions in Experiment 2. Subjects were required to correctly identify the odor of the 3 test stimuli twice in a row before proceeding to experimental trials.

During a 2-min break, subjects were instructed as follows: “As in the training, I will present items to you in pairs. In addition to each single odor and water, you may or may not smell a combination of the 2 odors. In other words, respond to the best of your knowledge as to whether you smell vanilla, rose, both, or water in the second bottle.”

Subjects referred to the list of 4 odors (vanilla, rose, both, and water), chose 1, and did not receive corrective feedback. Throughout the experiment, subjects generally sniffed water immediately following the stimulus and then again halfway through the minute interval. The experimenter tracked identification of the 3 individual stimuli and tabulated data as a vanilla response and a rose response when a subject chose “both.”

Experimental design

One reason for presenting many single-component and blank test stimuli in each of the 2 experiments was to provide a complex balanced testing context to minimize subjects’ chances of guessing correctly. With inclusion of self- and cross-adapt trials, it was just as likely to have vanilla follow rose odor as to have rose follow vanilla odor.

Experiment 1 explored stimulus concentration by using low (1 mM) and high (5 mM) concentrations in adapt–test pairs. Stimuli in adapt–test pairs were either matched high–high or low–low concentrations or unmatched high–low and low–high concentrations. Not to complicate selective adaptation in unmatched trials, adapt stimuli and subsequent ambient mixture components were presented at the same concentration, but unadapted extra mixture component test stimuli were presented at either high or low concentration. The testing protocol consisted of randomized presentation of 36 stimulus pairs, adapt stimulus followed by test stimulus in each of 2 replicate sessions (Figure 1). There were 4 sets of adapt–test stimulus pairs, color coded in Figure 1. Four water test stimuli (0, blue) were blanks; 20 single components (yellow color) tested self-adapted and cross-adapted vanilla odor (V, v) or rose odor (R, r); and 12 binary mixtures tested mixture suppression (tan color at center) by offering mixtures after water or selective adaptation by offering the mixture after one or the other component (rose color).

Duplicate solutions were used to separate adapt from test stimuli, to maximize head space recuperation of the single odorants, and to prevent the repeated use of the same
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Figure 1 Data matrix for experiment 1—stimulus concentration: total responses and average percentages identified by 10 subjects. V = 5 mM vanillin, v = 1 mM vanillin, R = 5 mM PEA, r = 1 mM PEA, 0 = water. Gold background highlights correct responses of 10 subjects for the 2 sessions, averaged for % identification. The 36 adapt–test pairs were presented to each subject in each session. Each row represents a separate trial.
stimulus bottle for the self-adapt condition. There were a total of 15 bottles: one for the subject to sniff water between stimulus pairs, 5 adapt bottles, and 9 test bottles.

Estimated time from the beginning of the first sniff in the adapt stimulus to the beginning of the first sniff in the test stimulus was about 4 s. All test pairs were presented at a pace of one pair per minute, leaving at least a 45-s rest period, during which subjects were encouraged to sniff water.

Experiment 2 explored adapt stimulus duration as well as any interaction the adapting time may have with test stimulus concentration. To accommodate the adaptation–duration variable in a 1-h session, concentration matched adapt–test stimulus pairs were offered at 1 mM in one session and at 5 mM in the second session (order alternated, Figure 2). The testing protocol consisted of randomized presentation of 32 adapt–test stimulus pairs (16 for each adapting time) in each of 2 sessions. As in Experiment 1, there were 4 sets of stimulus pairs, which are color coded in Figure 2. Eight water test stimuli (0, blue) were blanks. Self-adapted, mixture-adapted, water-adapted, and cross-adapted identification were tested with 16 single components (yellow). Eight binary mixtures tested mixture suppression by offering the mixture after water, mixture adaptation by offering the mixture after the mixture (tan), or selective adaptation by offering the binary mixture after one or the other component (rose color).

Duplicate solutions were used to separate “adapting” stimuli from identical test stimuli, to maximize headspace recuperation, and to prevent repeated use of the same stimulus bottle for self-adapt. There were a total of 9 bottles: one for the subject to sniff water between stimulus pairs, 4 adapting bottles, and 4 test bottles.

The time from the beginning of the first sniff of the adapt stimulus to the beginning of the first sniff of the test stimulus was either ~4 or ~12 s depending on the number of times the adapting stimulus was sniffed. Average human natural sniff duration is 1.6 s (Laing 1983), and distinct characteristic odors can be correctly identified with 1 sniff (Laing 1986). Stimuli were presented each minute, leaving at least a 40-s rest period, during which subjects sniffed water. This is sufficient time to recover from adaptation (Goyert et al. 2007), which likely has multiple determinants in the ascending olfactory pathways (Zufall and Leinders-Zufall 2000; Song et al. 2008).

In short, a subject, familiarized with single components before the experiment, was presented with pairs of stimuli to sample and identify from a list of labels. The adapting (first) and test (second) stimulus contained either 0 (water) or 1 or 2 odorous components. Olfactory solutions were presented in 250-mL polyethylene squeeze bottles. Each bottle contained 50 mL of solution. Subjects flipped up the spout, and, while squeezing the bottle, slowly sniffed once or twice (or a timed 5 times) during an adaptation period. Immediately following, a second stimulus bottle was sampled with 1 or 2 natural sniffs. The task was to identify all detectable odor components in the test (second) stimulus. The correct labels were vanilla for vanillin, rose for PEA, and water for distilled water. The adapt–test pairs were presented in random order. Each subject received 32–36 pairs in a single session and a second session was run on a separate day.

Data analysis

Aggregate frequency data (the number of times 10 subjects chose vanilla or rose) are provided in Figures 1 and 2. Total responses may exceed 10 for single stimuli if at least 1 subject chose both vanilla and rose. For example, in row 3 of Figure 1, total responses for session 1 sum to 11 because 1 subject mistakenly identified vanillin as the vanilla–rose mixture; in this case, 1 other subject mistakenly identified vanillin as rose. Total responses for the mixture stimulus would sum 20 if all 10 subjects detected both components of the vanilla–rose mixture. Row 16 of Figure 2 gives data for the trial that most closely approached 20 total responses; total responses sum to
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Figure 2 Data matrix for experiment 2—adapt stimulus time: total responses and average percentages identified by 10 subjects. V = 5 mM vanillin, v = 1 mM vanillin, R = 5 mM PEA, r = 1 mM PEA, 0 = water. 1 sniffs = 1–2 natural sniffs of adapting stimulus, 5 sniffs = 5 timed sniffs, 2 s apart of adapting stimulus. Gold background highlights correct responses of 10 subjects for the 2 sessions, averaged for % identification. Thirty-two adapt–test pairs were presented at 1 or 5 mM concentrations in separate sessions. Each row represents a separate trial.
17 because 7 subjects chose the mixture and 3 chose rose alone (The number of vanilla-rose mixture responses on a trial equals the sum of the total responses (tabulated in Figures 1 and 2 under V and R) minus 10 (number of subjects) plus the number of water responses (tabulated under 0). The number of subjects who chose vanilla or rose alone equals the total responses (tabulated under V or R) minus the calculated number of mixture responses.). Statistical evaluation used analysis of variance (ANOVA) of the aggregate identification proportions; post hoc tests were Neuman–Keuls; t-tests for dependent samples were also used. α = 0.05. For Experiment 1, main analyses were two 3-way ANOVAs, with 2 stimulus compounds, 2 test stimulus concentrations, and adapting condition as factors. In the first ANOVA, stimuli were single components identified after the conditions of self- or cross-adaptation. In the second ANOVA, the identified test stimulus was a component in a binary mixture, preceded by itself or by the other component; the ambient or extra stimulus, respectively. For Experiment 2, main analyses were two 2-way ANOVAs. In both ANOVAs, 1 factor was the 2 stimulus compounds and the other factor was adapting condition. In 1 ANOVA, test stimuli were single compounds identified after self, mixture, cross or water adaptation. In the second ANOVA, the identified stimulus was a component of a binary mixture (ambient, extra, mixture-adapted or water-adapted). In each main analysis, data for the 2 adapt times and 2 concentrations were considered replicates.

Results

The results of Experiment 1 are in Figure 1 and the results of Experiment 2 are in Figure 2, with tabled entries, the total number of responses for 10 subjects, and average percent correct identification for the 2 sessions. Figures 1 and 2 are arranged complementarily with water controls in the top rows followed by vanilla [V] identifications; and water controls in the bottom rows preceded by rose [R] identifications. The key identifications of components of mixtures are in the centers of the Figures 1 and 2. Graphed data presented in figures are mean (+standard error of the mean) percent identifications.

Experiment 1: adapting and test stimulus concentration

Identifications of 2 replicates of each test stimulus are tabulated in Figure 1. When water (0) was the test stimulus, it was accurately identified following vanillin or PEA (rows 1–2, 35–36). The core of Figure 1 is identification frequencies for odors—vanilla (rows 3–12), vanilla and rose in the mixture (rows 13–24), and rose (rows 25–32). Numbers of correct identifications of odors are highlighted in gold.

When adapt and test or mixture component concentrations were matched, single-compound and mixture component identifications were unaffected by stimulus intensity. This was not the case when the concentrations were unmatched. Cross-adapted and self-adapted single compounds were identified 16% less frequently after adapting with 5 than 1 mM stimuli or, looking at the same data points in the converse way, they were identified 16% more frequently when tested with 5 mM compared with 1 mM stimuli (F_{1,3} = 22.4, P = 0.02) (Supplementary Figure 1A). Also, selectively adapted ambient and new extra mixture components were identified more frequently at 5 than 1 mM (F_{1,3} = 14.5, P = 0.03). Extra components were identified 5% more frequently and ambient components identified 28% more frequently at the higher concentration in the unmatched concentration condition (Supplementary Figure 1B). And, as shown previously (Laing and Willcox 1983; Laing et al. 1984; Olsson 1994, 1998), on average, when concentrations of mixture components (sampled after water) were unmatched, 5 mM components (78 ± 9%) were better identified than 1 mM (52 ± 6%) components (F_{1,3} = 15.0, P = 0.03). Stimulus intensity significantly affected odor identification only on trials containing unmatched concentrations.

Figure 3 presents average single-compound odor identifications of 5 and 1 mM concentrations for concentration-matched and concentration-unmatched trials combined. Average water-adapted control identification of vanilla, 92 ± 2%, and rose, 90 ± 6% (dotted horizontal lines), were equally high; as was average cross-adapted identification, 93 ± 2%. Cross-adapted identification was higher than self-adapted (F_{1,3} = 125.8, P = 0.002); which was higher for vanilla, 58 ± 7%, than rose, 44 ± 10% (F_{1,3} = 13.4, P = 0.01). There were correspondingly more self-adapted, 42 ± 5%, than cross-adapted, 6 ± 2%, misidentifications of the single compounds as water (F_{1,3} = 47.6, P = 0.006); and self-adapted PEA was misidentified as water (50 ± 9%) more often than...
was vanillin (35 ± 5%) \((F_{1,3} = 10.8, P = 0.05)\). The equally high odor identification after cross-adaptation and water-adaptation are signs of the independence of the 2 odors. The association of self-adaptation with identifying the single compounds as water is a sign of odors fading after a few sniffs.

Figure 4 presents mixture component odor identifications of 5 and 1 mM concentrations for concentration-matched and concentration-unmatched trials combined. Mixture component controls are identifications of the mixed components sampled after water. The average control vanilla identification, 56 ± 5%, was lower than rose, 76 ± 6%, \(F_{1,3} = 32.0, P = 0.01\). Identification of each compound in the mixture was better for high than low concentration: 62 ± 9% for 5 mM and 50 ± 4% for 1 mM vanillin; 88 ± 5% for 5 mM and 65 ± 6% for 1 mM PEA (dotted horizontal lines). Following selective adaptation, identification of extra components, 82 ± 3%, was greater than ambient components, 30 ± 5%. \(F_{1,3} = 126.0, P = 0.002\). Average identification of extra components was greater \((F_{1,3} = 10.3, P = 0.05)\) and ambient components smaller \((F_{1,3} = 11.2, P = 0.04)\) than the average 66 ± 4% control for the mixed components. Compared with identification of single compounds (Figure 3), ambient mixture component identification was even weaker than self-adapted, 50.6 ± 5% \((F_{1,15} = 13.3, P = 0.002)\); and extra mixture component identification did not differ significantly from control single-compound identification after water, 91.2 ± 3%. Selective adaptation, by adjusting effective intensity, allows a characteristic odor suppressed in a mixture to emerge and further weakens other mixture components.

**Figure 4** Experiment 1—mixture component extra and ambient test stimuli. Within a binary mixture, the vanilla odor of vanillin (VAN) was less identifiable than the rose odor of PEA at high and at low concentrations (dotted horizontal lines, 2 for each compound). The 2 characteristic odors were more salient when they were extra components and less salient when they were ambient components, regardless of concentration. The dotted horizontal lines are separate controls for the 2 compounds at the 2 concentrations. Means (±standard error of the mean) are plotted.

**Figure 5** Experiment 2—test stimulus identification, matched concentrations, and adapting times. (A) Concentration did not affect identification when concentrations of adapt–test stimulus pairs were matched. (B) Adapting time had little influence on identification, with one exception. Ambient mixture components were better identified after the shorter adaptation time. 1 sniff = 1–2 natural sniffs; 5 sniffs = 5 timed 2-s sniffs. Means (±standard error of the mean) are plotted.

**Experiment 2: adapting stimulus time**

Identifications of test stimuli at 1 and 5 mM after short and long adaptation times are tabulated in Figure 2. Water (0) was accurately identified following itself, vanillin, PEA, or the mixture (rows 1–4, 29–32). The core of Figure 2 shows identification of vanilla (rows 5–12), vanilla or rose in the mixture (rows 13–20), and rose (rows 21–28) odors. Correct identifications of odor qualities are highlighted in gold. Adapting and test concentrations were matched at either 1 or 5 mM within a session.

Neither single-compound nor mixture component identification was influenced significantly by concentration, with overall identification 66.6 ± 4% at 1 mM and 67.2 ± 5% at 5 mM (Figure 5A). Adapting time had no significant overall effect on identification of single compounds or mixture...
components: identification after 1–2 natural sniffs was 68.4 ± 4% and after 5 timed sniffs was 65.3 ± 5%. The single significant effect was the 24% greater decrement in ambient component identification with more adapt-stimulus sniffing ($P = 0.05$); neither the corresponding extra mixture component identification nor self- or cross-adapted single-compound identification was affected (Figure 5B).

Figure 6 presents single-compound odor identifications combined across concentration and adapting time. Average water-adapted control identification was 95 ± 3% for vanilla and rose (dotted horizontal lines), values indistinguishable from cross-adapted identification of vanilla or rose, 94 ± 3%. Average self-adapted identification of vanilla and rose, 51 ± 4%, and mixture-adapted identification of vanilla and rose, 56 ± 5%, were statistically equivalent (suggesting suppression in the adapting stimulus mixture did not significantly reduce self-adaptation). The strong effect of adapted state on identification, $F_{3,9} = 45.5$, $P = 0.000009$, distinguishes single and cross-adapted from self-adapted and mixture-adapted identifications, all $P = 0.0002$. There were correspondingly more self-adapted, 46 ± 5%, than cross-adapted, 6 ± 3%, misidentifications of single compounds as water $F_{1,3} = 96.6$, $P = 0.002$. As in Experiment 1, results are consistent with independent odors, and the fading of odors after a few sniffs, features of single compounds that allow testing of selective adaptation.

Figure 7 presents mixture component identifications (combined across concentration and adapting time), which differ with test component adaptation state, $F_{3,9} = 29.3$, $P = 0.0001$. Controls are identification of the mixed components after sampling water. As in Experiment 1, control vanilla identification, 62 ± 2%, was lower than rose, 82 ± 6% in the mixture (dotted horizontal lines), $t_3 = 4.9$, $P = 0.02$. Following selective adaptation, the average extra component odor was identified, 89 ± 2%, more often ($P = 0.0003$), than the ambient, 36 ± 7%, and statistically equivalent mixture-adapted component odors, 41 ± 4%. Average control 72 ± 5% identification of mixture components was enhanced for extra components ($P = 0.04$), whereas ambient- and mixture-adapted components were diminished (both $P = 0.0001$). Identification frequencies for extra and ambient mixture components were as distinct, $F_{3,9} = 37.2$, $P = 0.00002$, as water-adapted single and self-adapted single compounds (Figure 6). Extra odors and single-compound odors were equally well identified, and ambient odors were even less identifiable than odors of self-adapted single compounds, 51.2 ± 4% ($P = 0.05$). The characteristic odor of one binary mixture component, effectively increased in intensity, emerges when the other mixture component is reduced in effective intensity by selective adaptation.

**Discussion**

The recognition of odor components in natural mixtures is limited to very few dominant components. In artificial mixtures with components of equal salience, only 2 or 3 components can be consistently identified when presented as mixtures, whereas in a mixture of 4 components, none are identified (Livermore and Laing 1996, 1998a, 1998b). We observed that mixture component identification is improved by prior adaptation to other components (Goyert et al. 2007). With our paradigm, characteristic odors of single
extra components emerged from mixture suppression after 1 or 2 sniffs of an ambient mixture of the other components. At the same time, the ability to identify the ambient components decreased. The effects were observed whether the mixtures contained 2, 3, or 4 components and occurred in the course of a few seconds, implying there is adaptation on this short time scale. A key finding was that there was component recognition even when the extra component had chemical features in common with ambient components.

In the present study, we sought to determine the effects of varying component concentration and adapting time on component recognition with binary mixtures composed of PEA and vanillin. Using low (1 mM) and high (5 mM) concentrations of the 2 compounds as ambient and extra components, we found that adaptation and emergence occurred even when the salience of the 2 components was deliberately mismatched. Increasing the number of adapting sniffs did not affect identification of the extra component. These results show that the phenomenon of selective adaptation and extra component recognition is robust and is established rapidly in the course of natural sniffing.

Water controls, identifying water, and misidentifying single compounds as water

Within a complex balanced testing context that minimized subjects’ chances of guessing correctly, water stimuli served 3 important functions. Water was a test stimulus to evaluate guessing when preceded by water and assess recovery from adapting odors when preceded by single compounds and mixtures. Our subjects showed a remarkable median 95% accuracy in identifying water test stimuli whether sampled after water, single compound, or mixture suggesting correct guessing and carryover of adapting odors were not problems. Water also was an adapting stimulus control for single compounds and mixture components needed to assess effects of self-, cross-, and selective adaptation on identification rates. Our original selective adaptation study used 4 different compounds (Goyert et al. 2007), making it impossible to include these controls within a 1-h testing session. Water was also a trained response label available for subjects to use if a test stimulus smelled like water. The low median 5% identification of stimuli as water on cross-adaptation and mixture component identification trials contrasts with the high 40% water identifications on self-adapted and mixture-adapted trials. The stimuli did smell like water a high percentage of the time when self- or mixture-adapted.

Identifying stimuli differing in perceptual intensity and salience in mixtures

In our original study on the emergence of characteristic odors after selective adaptation (Goyert et al. 2007), we used 4 single compounds, each at a single concentration. To test the effect of varying concentration in the current study, the 4 stimuli used were high and low concentrations (differing by a factor of 5) of PEA and vanillin. Identification of mixture components or single compounds did not differ on trials when concentrations were matched, either at 1 or 5 mM. At either concentration, very similar results were obtained for self-adaptation and mixture component identification after water adaptation or component adaptation. Perceptions appeared concentration-invariant because neither stimulus had an intensity advantage. However, when 5 and 1 mM stimuli were presented serially or together within a mixture, an intensity advantage was created. In the self-adaptation trials, 5 mM adaptation reduced 1 mM identification much more than the reverse. Compared with 50% identification rates with matched concentrations (high or low), subjects identified 75% of 5 mM single compounds that were self-adapted by 1 mM but only 30% of 1 mM compounds self-adapted by 5 mM. In the mixture trials, the 5 mM components were better identified than the 1 mM in both water-adapted controls and component-adapted trials. Compared with ambient component identification rates of 35% for matched concentrations, subjects identified 20% of 1 mM ambient (adapted) mixture components but 45% of 5 mM ambient components. The intensity advantage has been reported previously for unmatched stimuli presented simultaneously in water-adapted mixtures (Laing and Willcox 1983; Laing et al. 1984; Olsson 1994, 1998). Nonetheless, it is also clear from our data that even with mismatched concentrations, component adaptation consistently leads to a decreased identification of the ambient component and increased identification of the extra component compared with water-adapted controls. Thus, like insect olfaction (Hildebrand 1995; Riffell et al. 2008), human olfaction and possibly taste (McBurney and Balaban 2009) may sample chemosensory environments every few seconds to dynamically track concentration change. The intensity changes will determine which few characteristic odors are detected on the same time scale.

The 100% ceiling for identification clearly does not coincide with maximal perceptual intensity. Given the sensitivity to concentration change and the acute sensitivity of mixture suppression to component intensity (Laing and Willcox 1983; Laing et al. 1984; Olsson 1994, 1998), small differences in stimulus intensity would account for observed differences in identification of characteristic odors. Thus, rose odor may self-adapt more than vanilla odor on unmatched concentration trials because the 2 PEA concentrations differed more in odor intensity than the 2 vanillin concentrations; and rose may have been better identified than vanilla in PEA–vanillin mixtures because PEA concentrations both elicited higher intensities than corresponding vanillin concentrations. That is, small differences in intensities of the 2 compounds, not essential differences in the way 2 characteristic odors are dynamically coded, may account for observed differences in apparent salience of rose and vanilla odors.
Effective stimulus concentration and unequal mixture component intensities

Our studies rely on odor identification rather than scaled magnitude estimates of perceptual intensity; as a result, intensity factors generally refer to “effective” stimulus concentrations. After selectively adapting to the other component, identification of a binary mixture component increased to approach control identification of a single compound and, we reason, increased to the same effective concentration. Effective concentrations of a mixture component, self-adapted single-compound, and selectively adapted ambient mixture component were reduced compared with the control identification of a single compound. Effective stimulus concentrations may be estimated using these identification data and plots of probability of identification versus stimulus concentration, that is, psychometric functions. Change in concentration by a factor of 2 at the center of psychometric functions relating probability of detection to stimulus concentration produces a change in detection probability of about 30% of the entire dynamic range for esters (Cometto-Muñiz et al. 2008).

To simplify analysis, many studies on mixtures have used components at equal perceptual intensity, which would be equally effective in suppressing one another (Laing and Wilcox 1983; Laing et al. 1984). Yet this condition rarely occurs in nature. If components were not intensity matched, the stronger would suppress the weaker component more than the weaker would suppress the stronger. A simple model stipulating equal than the weaker would suppress the stronger. A simple model stipulating equal

and unequal mixture component intensities

...
Before discovery of the OR, olfactory coding was thought to involve patterns of activation of far few receptors; yet, similar “combinatorial” codes are embraced today for 1000 OR, each with its subset of labeled OSN; and searching continues for sites where several OSN may combine inputs in regions of the olfactory cortex (Zou and Buck 2006).

We developed a model for dynamic odor coding in humans based on realistic experimental studies of mixtures containing perceptually characterized independent, quickly self-adapting stimuli. Taking advantage of our own species’ well-appreciated odor perceptions (Moncrieff 1967; Wise et al. 2000; Bauer et al. 2001), we chose compounds that elicit clearly identifiable characteristic odors (Goyert et al. 2007). Human subjects perceived characteristic odors of single compounds when provided with a naturalistic experimental waxing and waning of stimuli (Goyert et al. 2007); in which multiple-component stimuli are effectively reduced in number by inhibitory physiological processing.

To summarize, our results show the following. 1) 1 and 5 mM vanillin and PEA elicited rapidly adapting independent odors that were not confused with each other and were mistaken for water when sufficiently reduced in effective concentration. 2) The 4 stimuli were nearly perfectly identified as single stimuli but PEA proved more effective than vanillin when tested in mixtures. 3) The 5-mM stimuli proved more effective only when in the context of 1-mM stimuli. 4) After adapting to one component, the new extra mixture component became more effective, whereas the adapted ambient component became less effective, more so when adapted for a longer time. We conclude that the olfactory system codes characteristic odors of critical compounds by adjusting the perceptual intensity of the many potential odor stimuli in dynamic natural settings.
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